Notification for the Post of Research Associate in the Inter University Centre for Alternative Economics (IUCAE), Department of Economics, University of Kerala.

The Inter University Centre for Alternative Economics (IUCAE), under the Department of Economics of the University of Kerala requires one Research Associate. The appointment is initially for a period of one year, extendable for a further period. The minimum qualification for the post is MA Economics with one year research experience. Candidates with NET/M.Phil/PhD and the knowledge of computer applications will be preferred. The selected candidate will be paid a total emolument of Rs 18000 per month.

Those interested are directed to send their applications to the email iucae2016@gmail.com on or before 06/05/2017, 3 PM. Qualified candidates will be called for the Interview and they should produce the documents to prove their age, qualification and experience.

Date of Interview: 10/05/2017 Time: 10.00 AM
Venue: IUCAE Office, Department of Economics, Kariavattom Campus